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Assessment Criteria Scule Comments
Introduction is well written, brief,
interesting, and compelling. It
motivates the work and provides a
clear statement of the examined
issue. It presents and overvier,v of
the thesis.

Outstanding{
Very good
Acceptable
Somelvhat deficient
Very deficient

see final comments down the page

2. The thesis sllows the author's
appropriate knowledge of the
subject matter througl-r the
background/review of iiterature.
The author presents information
from a varieý of quality electronic
and print sources. Sources are
relevant, balanced and include
critical readings relating to the
thesis or problem. Primary sollrces
are included (if appropriate).

Or,rtstancling{
Very good
Acceptable
Somer,vhat deficient
Verv deficient

see final comments down the page

3. The author carefully analyzed tlie
inlormation collected and drew
appropriate and inverrtive
conclusions supporled by evidence.
Ideas are richly supportecl lvith
accurate details that clevelop the
rnain point. The author's voice is
evident.

Outstanding{
Very good
Acceptabie
Somewhat deficienl
Very deficient

see final comments down the page

4. The thesis digplays critical thinking
and avoids simplistic description or
sulnlnarv of infonnation.

OLrtstanding{
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deťrcierrt
Verv deficient

see final cornments dolvn the page

5. Conclusion effectively restates the
argument. It summarizes the main
frndings and follorvs logically fr-orri
the analysis presentecl.

Outstanding{
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very defircient

see ťtnal comtnents dor,vn the page



6" The text is organized in a logical
manner. It flows naturally and is
easy to follow. Transitions,
summaries and conclusions exist as
appropriate. The author uses
standard spelling, grammar, and
punctuation.

Outstancling.(
Very good
Acceptable
Somewhat deficient
Very deficient

see final comments down the page

1. The language use is precise. The
student makes proficient use of
language in a rvay that is
appropríate for tlre discipline andlor
genre in r.vhich the student is
writing.

Or"rtstanding.(
Very goocl
Acceptable
Somewhat deťlcient
Very deficient

final comments down the page

8. The thesis meets the general
requirements (formatting, chapters,
length, division into sections, etc.).
References are cited properly within
the text and a complete reference
list is provided.

Outstanding.(
Very good
Acceptabie
Somewhat clef,rcient
Very deficient

final comments down the page

Final Comments & Questions
The undergraduate thesis which has been assessed deals with a topical issue recruited from the

area of lexicography - comparison of four of the chief electronic monolingual English dictionaries
from the point of view of lexicographic principles.

After providing the reader with the basic information about the lay-out of the work in the
chapter Introduction, the author of the thesis presents detailed theoretical information about the
science of lexicography, further followed by the explanation and description of relevant terms of this
science (e.g. the definition of "\,vord'', ýpology of dictionaries. . ..). This provides a sufficient
theoretical base for the actual analysis and comparison of four electronic dictionaries. A number of
individual criteria are being considered and the results are organizecl into tables which make it possible
to get an idea of the qualities of individual dictionaries.

In the following chapter Conclusions, the author gets to the conclusion suppofted by the
relevant results of the analysis, and points out the clictionary which provecl "to be closest to the ideal
clictionary for the defined user (. . . )".

Throughout the whole thesis tbe author proves his ability to work r,vith technic al data, analyze
them in an objective, unbiased way ancl to come to relevant, objective conclusions.

From the formal point of vierv, the r,vork is of a very high quality. As a lvhole, it can definitely
be considered as an excellent piece of academic writing. (sr-rggestecl evaluation: "ýborně'')
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